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(in)Residency hosting

The biohackerspace Kaouenn Noz proposes to welcome you in residence with free accommodation.

This offer is for :

bioartists
amateur biologists
DIY Bio enthusiasts
biohackers
Investigators (in the sense described in Exposing The Invisible)
Researchers who recognize themselves in our approach
Authors of Science Fiction
Artists working on the themes of the environment, the living, biology, fundamental rights,
Artists working on the criticism of science and technology
People who contribute to public wikis under free license

We work for a good & pleasant welcome and access to the biohackerspace ~ 1 to 2 weeks per person,
all year long. For the food, we try to draw a nice and affordable framework to any purse by discussing
together, with you.

The Location & flat

Located in the city of Rennes, at 1 Square Léon Bourgeois (see map), in a green treed park

20 minutes walk, 5 minutes by bus, from the train station.

It is a modern apartment of 80 m² on the 2nd floor (on 3 floors in total) close to the city center with

https://kit.exposingtheinvisible.org/en/
https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=19/48.10017/-1.65255
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many shops and amenities around (supermarket, pharmacy, bakery, artisans, doctors, etc.)

Room

Your 11 m2 bedroom, with a window without direct view, has a desk and 2 storage spaces (closet and
small chest of drawers), electrical outlets.

Amenities

The apartment of 80 m2, has 2 bedrooms, 1 lab (which can also be used as a spare bedroom), a living
room / dining room, a fully equipped kitchen, toilet, bathroom. Big fridge, table in the living room,
coffee table, table in the kitchen, work plan in the kitchen.

Parquet living room and chambers, tiles for kitchen and bathroom.

It is crossing oriented south, southeast / north, northwest.

Free high-speed wifi access at the residence. Double glazing, quiet.

Collective Bikes storage and a small individual garage if needed.

Lab and workshop station
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